This paper proposes a distributed alternating mixed discrete-continuous (DAMDC) algorithm to approach the oracle algorithm based on the diffusion strategy for parameter and spectrum estimation over sensor networks. A least mean squares (LMS) type algorithm that obtains the oracle matrix adaptively is developed and compared with the existing sparsity-aware and conventional algorithms. The proposed algorithm exhibits improved performance in terms of mean square deviation and power spectrum estimation accuracy. Numerical results show that the DAMDC algorithm achieves excellent performance.
where n k,i is measurement noise.
We consider a distributed estimation problem for a network in which each agent k has access at each time instant to a realization of zero-mean spatial data {d k,i , x k,i } [1] , [3] . The goal of the network is to minimize the following cost function:
By solving this minimization problem one can obtain the optimum solution for the weight vector at each node. For a network with possibly sparse parameter vectors, the cost function might also involve a penalty function that exploits sparsity. In what follows, we present a novel distributed diffusion technique to approach the oracle algorithm and efficiently solve (2) under sparseness conditions.
III. PROPOSED DAMDC-LMS ALGORITHM
In this section, we detail the proposed distributed scheme and DAMDC-LMS algorithm using the diffusion ATC strategy. The proposed scheme for each agent k of the network is shown in Fig. 2 . The output estimate of the proposed scheme is given byd
where the parameter vector ω k,i is a column vector of M coefficients related to the diagonal matrix W k,i = diag(ω k,i ). The matrix P k,i is a square diagonal matrix with M elements that is applied to the input vector x k,i and aims to simulate the oracle algorithm by identifying the null positions of ω 0 .
In order to obtain recursions for P k,i and ω k,i we compute the stochastic gradient of the cost function in (2) with respect to both parameters, where the optimization of P k,i involves discrete variables and ω k,i deals with continuous variables. In particular, we develop an alternating optimization approach using an LMS type algorithm that consists of a recursion for P k,i and another recursion for ω k,i that are employed in an alternating fashion. In order to compute P k,i and ω k,i we must solve the mixed discrete-continuous non-convex optimization problem:
where
p k,i contains the elements of the main diagonal of P k,i , and I M×1 denotes the set of M -dimensional binary vectors with values 0 and 1. Since the problem in (4) is NP-hard, we resort to an approach that assumes p k,i is a real-valued continuous parameter vector for its computation and then map p k,i to discrete values. The relations in (3) allow us to compute the gradient of the cost function with respect to p k,i and ω k,i and their diagonal versions P k,i and W H k,i , respectively. The gradient of the cost function with respect to p k,i is given by
Replacing the expected values with instantaneous values, we obtain
Computing the gradient of the cost function with respect to p k,i , we obtain
Grouping common terms, we arrive at
where p k,i is a real parameter vector,
The terms in (9) represent the sum of a vector and its conjugate:
Applying the property A + A * = 2ℜ(A), we havê
The recursion to update the parameter vector p k,i is given by
where the error signal is given by
For the update of the parameter vector w k,i , we can apply well-known adaptive algorithms. By computing the gradient of the cost function with respect to w * k,i , we have
The following LMS type recursion updates the parameter vector ω k,i :
The recursions for p k,i and ω k,i using the ATC protocol [1] , [2] for k = 1, 2, . . . , N are then given by
where (16) and (17) are the adaptation step, and (18) is the combination step of the ATC protocol. The combining coefficients of the latter are represented by a lk and should comply with
The strategy adopted in this work for the a lk combiner is the Metropolis rule [1] given by
In order to compute the discrete vector p k,i , we rely on a simple approach that maps the continuous variables into discrete variables, which is inspired by the likelihood ascent approach adopted for detection problems in wireless communications [28] , [29] . The initial value at each node is an all-one vector (p k,0 = 1 or P k,0 = I). The ω k,i vector is initialized as an all-zero vector (ω k,0 = 0 or W k,0 = 0). After each iteration of (16), we obtain discrete values from p k,i using the following rule for m = 1, . . . , M :
where τ is a threshold used to determine the positions of the non-zero values of the parameter vector p k,i . The goal is to approach the results of the oracle algorithm and an appropriate value for τ can be obtained experimentally.
IV. DISTRIBUTED SPECTRUM ESTIMATION USING THE DAMDC-LMS ALGORITHM
We now illustrate the use of DAMDC-LMS in distributed spectrum estimation, which aims to estimate the spectrum of a transmitted signal s with N nodes using a wireless sensor network [3] , [18] , [19] . The power spectral density (PSD) of the signal s at each frequency denoted by Φ s (f ) is given by
T is the vector of basis functions evaluated at frequency f , ω 0 = [ω 01 , ..., ω 0M ] is a vector of weighting coefficients representing the transmit power of the signal s over each basis, and M is the number of basis functions. For M sufficiently large, the basis expansion in (22) can approximate well the spectrum. Possible choices for the set of basis functions {b m (f )} M m=1 include rectangular functions, raised cosines, Gaussian bells and splines [27] . We denote the channel transfer function between a transmit node conveying the signal s and receive node k at time instant i by H k (f, i), and thus the PSD of the received signal observed by node k can be expressed as
and υ 2 n,k is the noise power of the receiver at node k.
Following the distributed model, at every iteration i every node k measures the PSD Φ k (f, i) presented in (23) over N c frequency samples f j = f min : (f max − f min )/N c : f max , for j = 1, ..., N c , the desired signal is given by
where the last term denotes the observation noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 n,j . The noise power υ 2 n,k at the receiver of node k can be estimated with high accuracy in a preliminary step using, e.g., an energy estimator over an idle band, and then subtracted from (24) . A linear model is obtained from the measurements over N c contiguous channels
Nc j=1 ∈ R Nc×M , and n k,i is a zero mean random vector. Then we can introduce the cost function for each agent k described by
Once we have the cost function, the DAMDC-LMS algorithm can be applied by introducing the discrete parameter vector p k,i in (26), which results in
where P k,i is the B × B diagonal matrix to exploit the sparsity for a more accurate spectrum estimation. Introducing the matrix P k,i for exploiting sparsity in the recursions (16), (17) and (18), we obtain for k = 1, 2, . . . , N :
The positions in p k,i with ones indicate the information content at each node and sample of the signal. With this approach, we can identify the positions of the non-zero coefficients of the frequency spectrum and achieve performance similar to that of the oracle algorithm as seen in the following section.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the DAMDC-LMS algorithm for distributed spectrum estimation using sensor networks, where DAMDC-LMS is compared with existing algorithms. The results are shown in terms of the mean square deviation (MSD), power and PSD estimation.
We consider a network with 20 nodes for estimating the unknown spectrum ω 0 and set the threshold to τ = 1, which according to our studies obtained the best performance for the scenarios under evaluation. Each iteration corresponds to a time instant. The results are averaged over 100 experiments. The nodes scan 100 frequencies over the frequency axis, which is normalized between 0 and 1, and use B = 50 non−overlapping rectangular basis functions to model the expansion of the spectrum [24] . The basis functions have amplitudes equal to one. We assume that the unknown spectrum ω 0 is examined over 8 basis functions, leading to a sparsity ratio equal to S = 8/50. The power transmitted over each basis function is set to 0.7 mW and noise variance is set to 0.001. For distributed spectrum estimation, we have compared the proposed DADMC-LMS algorithm, the oracle ATC-LMS, the RZA-ATC-LMS [18] , the l 0 -ATC-LMS [18] and the standard ATC-LMS algorithms with the parameters optimized. We first measure the performance of the algorithms in terms of MSD as shown in Fig. 3 . The results show that DAMDC-LMS outperforms standard and sparsity-aware algorithms and exhibits performance close to that of the oracle algorithm, provided that the step sizes are appropriately adjusted.
In a second example, we assess the PSD estimation performance of the algorithms. Fig. 4 shows that the DAMDC-LMS algorithm is able to accurately estimate the spectrum consistently with the oracle algorithm.
In order to verify the adaptation performance of DAMDC-LMS, in Fig. 5 we evaluate the behavior of the PSD estimates over an initially busy channel (the 16-th channel in this case) that ceases to be busy after 500 iterations, by comparing the results achieved by the DAMDC-LMS and the oracle algorithms. We consider the same settings of the previous example. The transmit power is set to 0.20 mW. We notice that DADMC-LMS is able to more effectively track the spectrum as compared to the oracle algorithm due to its rapid learning.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a distributed sparsity-aware algorithm for spectrum estimation over sensor networks. The proposed DADMC-LMS algorithm outperforms previously reported algorithms. Simulations have shown that DADMC-LMS can obtain lower MSD values and faster convergence than prior art and close to that of the oracle algorithm. 
